IS/IT Project Leader - Marketing and Sales Applications
Are you passionate about managing entire projects in an international environment?
Do you dispose of a methodical and result-oriented approach? Sit back, relax and
take a minute to discover more about this position as well as about Atlas Copco!

Your challenges as an IS/IT Project Leader
As IS/IT Project Leader you will be part of the Marketing and Sales applications team that
takes care of the life cycle of marketing and sales related information systems. The
development of new applications, the continuous improvement of existing applications as
well as daily IS/IT support: those are our main responsibilities.
Thanks to your strong communication skills, you take the lead of various IS/IT projects in
terms of meeting targets, plannings and budgets for which you collaborate closely with the
Business Project Leader and several other people. You manage the different stages from
feasibility until final implementation. Guaranteeing the highest quality of system processes
that are in line with the business processes is one of your main responsibilities: that’s how
you can assure a good application-architecture is in place. You are the primary contact for
development & support resources within our own IT organisation as well as for IT service
providers of different domains (e.g. Lotus Notes, Infrastructure).
Another part of the job consists in application support. In specific terms, this means that
you report monthly about the status, budget and support of Marketing and Sales
applications. Moreover you make sure the required documentation (technical & functional
specifications) of the application is in place and you advise the support team.

Your DNA
You dispose of a firm analytical mindset which allows you to understand the needs of the
business, to question them and to translate them into specifications for effective IT solutions.
You preferably have a master’s degree in Business Engineering, Applied Economics,
Informatics or similar through relevant experience. You can rely on a few years of
experience in IS/IT projects and it’s a strong asset if you are acquainted with following
matters:
❖ Web based projects
❖ Business processes, specifically Marketing and Sales processes
You are able to build strong (inter)national working relationships with our customer centers,
our product companies and external parties. To do so, you need strong communication
skills in English and Dutch and travelling abroad might be necessary. Self-drive,
enthusiasm and professionalism characterize your customer- and result-oriented
approach.

As a teamplayer you integrate easily within the existing team and you encourage knowledge
sharing between colleagues. Working outside regular office hours might be necessary due to
deadlines.

Atlas Copco offers you more than a wage...
Atlas Copco empowers you to seize opportunities, to grow and to take more
responsibilities on (inter)national level. This in a growing company that can rely on a solid
and steady “track record”, a powerful reputation and a clear and sustainable vision for the
future. This also means that you as an employee are clearly at the center. You receive a
mentor who can be a function board if you want to. Priority at Atlas Copco is the major
focus on innovation, the attention to an excellent work-life balance and to professional
progress.
Furthermore, we offer training opportunities which entitle you to plot your own career
path. You also have the opportunity to get to know other departments within the company
thanks to the close collaboration of those with the IT department.
Over time, you can choose to manage larger projects and budgets, to become
teamleader or to take up a position within another division. It’s self-evident that you get an
attractive salary and a wide range of fringe benefits. Your talent and passion for the
Industry 4.0 deserve it. In that way you provide a significant contribution to make the world
a better place to live.

Next steps
Are you ready to meet up? We are! Send an email to
olivier.gustin@external.atlascopco.com and discover more details about this position in a
personal conversation. That way, you can see for yourself what it means to be an
employee at Atlas Copco!

Atlas Copco is operating worldwide
The Atlas Copco group has its headquarter in Stockholm, Sweden and is operating in
more than 180 countries. The compressor department of the group has its international
head office in Wilrijk (Antwerp): Atlas Copco Airpower. As a market leader in air
technology we develop and manufacture a large range of industrial compressors and
related products.
Driven by innovation, we aim at offering our clients worldwide the best compressed air
systems by responding to their complex technical issues. Besides engineering and
manufacturing, logistics, purchasing, finance and aftermarket play an important role. As
an employee you will work in an international setting with diverse contacts and plenty
of career opportunities.

